SAB70 Breather

Introduction
The large flow rate makes this breather ideal for large tanks, which experience dramatic fluid level changes due to operation. Typical applications include bulk oil storage, heavy industry press and many more. It is also perfect for mobile applications with large reservoirs. The unique oil mist trap collects oil that has splashed up into the breather to allow it to return to the tank or be drained through the drain plug.

Features and Benefits
- Durable steel housing
- Replaceable element
- Unique oil mist trap design
- Optional pressure indicator

Applications
- Bulk Oil
- Mobile
- Industrial

Oil Mist Trap
The oil mist in the filter is collected in a “drip tray” and is returned safely to the tank, or it can be drained via an oil drain plug.

Specifications
- **Max. Flow Rate**: 700 SCFM / 5300 gpm
- **Filtration Rating**: 2 µm Excellement® Z-Media™
- **Connection**: 8 bolt DN 125 flange